Farm Cooler Checklist
Whether your winter storage rooms are getting bare or you are making the transition from sweet corn to potatoes, what better time to do
a good cleaning and even sanitizing than now?
Housekeeping - Start by emptying the room and removing all visible debris with sweeping or vacuuming. Next scrub with an appropriate detergent soap and rinse according to the cleaner’s label. A
final step of sanitizing surfaces according to the sanitizer’s label
may be prudent and could improve storage quality and food safety.
If you’ve used water to rinse, wash or sanitize, be sure to allow time
and air flow (and maybe even some heat) for complete drying before packing the cooler again.
This is also a good time to check over the construction and
make some simple repairs that are not so simple when tons of produce are in the way. Some examples of maintenance items might
include; finally connecting that evaporator drain so it doesn’t drip
condensate on the bin below, replacing damaged paneling and insulation to prevent rodent visitation and heat gain, replacing exposed
light bulbs with shatter proof fixtures or energy efficient upgrades
(http://go.uvm.edu/effvtag), or sealing up corners or other areas.
More details are provided below and a quick reference checklist is
provided on the reverse.
Finish Surfaces –
How clean can you
get the inside of your
storage room? If you
currently have untreated plywood or
chipboard, think
about upgrading to a
smooth, cleanable
surface (http://
go.uvm.edu/
smoothnclean). These
finish materials make Smooth, clean and shiny, this CoolBot™ cooler
the space a whole lot used TrussCore™ twinwall PVC as a finish sureasier to keep clean, face.
can help prevent plant pathogens in storage, can improve food safety and make the space more pleasant to work in.
Envelope Check – You can improve energy efficiency, increase
storage quality and reduce rodent damage by maintaining a solid
envelope around your storage room. While you’re cleaning, check
all door seals to be sure they are in good repair and are functioning
well. Replace worn rubber seals, make door closer and latching
adjustments to ensure a proper seal, close the whole room up while
standing inside with the lights off and look for daylight around the
door or other areas. Seal those spots up. Any gaps in your sheathing
or other holes in walls, corners, etc? Seal them up. Obvious signs of
rodent intrusion should get extra attention and rodent control
measures (http://go.uvm.edu/rats) should be taken.
Equipment Check – Now is a good time to make sure your refrigeration and other temperature control equipment is working as
planned.
Connections - Check any visible electrical wiring and refriger-

ant lines. Any significant
wear or obvious damage that
should be repaired now? Are
refrigerant lines still wellinsulated?
Inside – Check the evaporator (the place the cold air
comes from). Can you see
through the fins clearly in
every channel (you may need
to shine a light from the opposite side)? Is the drain pan
clean and free of debris? Is
the drain connected to piping
or hose and directed to the
floor, a bucket or an outside
drain? Is the drain clear,
clean and functioning properly?
Outside – Are the com- This cooler has no floor drains. Instead
the evaporator drain is plumbed to a
pressor (generally a black
cylindrical part) and conden- bucket that is emptied according to an
SOP.
ser (radiator and fan) clean
and clear of debris? Grass, leaves, dirt, etc. should be removed
from the equipment. Condenser (radiator) fins should be cleaned
with a vacuum and even pressure washed to provide for effective
heat removal and improved energy efficiency. Is there good air
movement possible around the condenser? Is this the year to put a
roof on the compressor and condenser?
CoolBots™ (http://go.uvm.edu/coolbot) – Check the pitch of the
AC unit. It should be pitched slightly to the outside and there
should be a drain hole at a low point to allow water to drain out of
the bottom. Are both heat exchangers clean and clear of debris and
dust? Is there a good seal around the AC unit to prevent air infiltration? Does your AC unit have a “vent”? Check to be sure it is set in
whatever position you want. Venting (or fresh air) will bring in
some outside air which is good for higher ethylene producers or
crops seeking lower RH storage. Otherwise, the vent should be
closed. Also check your CoolBot wiring and especially your fin
sensor to be sure they are securely fastened and in position.
Operation - Power up the system and adjust your thermostat to
force a call for cooling. Inside - Are all evaporator fans coming on
as they should? Is the unit producing cold air? Outside – Is the
compressor coming on when there is a call for cooling? Is the refrigerant hot where it should be (between the compressor and the condenser or outside heat exchanger) and cold where it should be
(going back inside to the evaporator)?
CoolBots – Does the AC unit power up? The fan should be
blowing air. The compressor should come on within about 30 seconds. The CoolBot control should power up and indicate your setpoint and current temperature. Does the AC unit produce cold air?
Controls / Thermostats – Is your thermostat as tired as you
are? Does it allow you precise control of temperature? Is now the
time to upgrade or replace it (http://go.uvm.edu/thermostats)?
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Lighting – Do you have functioning lights? Is now a good time to
add them in? How about an automatic occupancy switch so they
turn on or off automatically when your hands are full of that awesome produce? Have you considered shatter-proof lighting fixtures?
Or energy efficiency upgrades (http://go.uvm.edu/effvtag)?
Plan for a Full Room – Think about last year’s storage season and
what you had a hard time reaching when you needed it. Can you
change your loading this year to make access easier? Also remember that you likely have a variety of conditions in your storage room
with the coldest, driest, highest airflow zone being close to the
evaporator and the warmest, most humid, still zone being at the end
furthest from the evaporator. Does your planned loading take that
into account? Should crops be relocated to accommodate optimal
storage? Any other lessons learned from last year that you can take
action on now? Should you consider building additional storage
space now to accommodate any expanding production?
CHECKLIST
Cleaning and Sanitizing
 Empty stor age r oom completely.
 Sweep / vacuum inside of stor age r oom fr om floor to ceiling.
 Clean inside sur faces of stor age r oom with an appr opr iate
cleaner or detergent, following manufacturer’s label instructions.
 Sanitize inside sur faces of stor age r oom with an appr opr iate sanitizer, following manufacturer’s label instructions.
 Dry thoroughly. Allow time, pr ovide ventilation and consider heating slightly to ensure complete and thorough drying
after cleaning, sanitizing and/or rinsing.
 Upgrade or Repair Finish Surfaces to ensur e a solid,
smooth, cleanable interior. (http://go.uvm.edu/smoothnclean)
Envelope
 Inspect envelope for damage, cr acks or other openings and
seal as needed.
 Check for daylight fr om the inside with the door closed and
lights out. Note and repair any worn seals or other places
where light comes in.
 Adjust door closers and latches for a secur e seal when
closed.
 Check for signs of rodents or other pests and make necessary changes to prevent them. (http://go.uvm.edu/rats)
Equipment
 Inspect power wiring and outlets or junction boxes for
wear or other items needing repair. Take care to ensure power
is off during this check.
 Confirm or install working lights. Consider efficiency upgrades to lighting and using an occupancy switch. (http://
go.uvm.edu/effvtag)
 Check insulation and ensur e good gener al condition of r efrigerant lines.

 Clean evaporator fins to be sur e air can move fr eely thr ough

them. You should be able to see clearly through each channel
when a light is shown from the other side.
 Clean evaporator drain pain and look for signs of blockage
(e.g. standing water, sediment, mold, etc.)
 Ensure evaporator drain is functioning, connected fr om pan
to an intentional outlet (floor, bucket, outside drain, etc.) and
allowing water to flow freely as intended.
 Clear the compressor and condenser (outside) of leaves or
other debris.
 Clean the condenser (radiator) fins with a vacuum and/or
pressure washer.
 Protection the compressor and condenser fr om the elements
with possible a shed roof, etc.
Operation of Cooling
 Confirm thermostat operation, set a low temper atur e on the
thermostat and listen for the “click” of a relay or note the output
indicator light. Consider whether a thermostat upgrade is appropriate. (http://go.uvm.edu/thermostats)
 Check operation of evaporator fans (inside). Do they come
on uniformly when the unit is powered up (or when summer
cooling mode is selected)? Is the unit providing cold air? Evaporator fans are often a key efficiency upgrade that is likely supported by Efficiency Vermont (http://go.uvm.edu/effvtag).
 Check operation of compressor and condenser fan (outside).
Is the compressor running when there is a call for cooling. Is the
condenser fan running. Are refrigerant lines hot between the
compressor and the condenser and cold going back to the evaporator inside? You may also want to explore an upgrade of compressor and condenser for improved efficiency (http://
go.uvm.edu/effvtag).
 Heaters - Note, these same checks can be used for heated spaces
when applied to a heater.
CoolBots™ - (http://go.uvm.edu/coolbot)
 Pitched down and out, allowing for evaporator water to
drain away toward the outside.
 Ensure the drainage hole is open and clear allowing water to
drain.
 Ensure both heat exchangers are clean (inside / evapor ator
and outside / condenser).
 Set the AC vent accor ding to whether you want outside air
makeup or not.
 Check location and condition of temperature sensors, especially the fin sensor.
 Check the seal around the AC unit in the wall to make sur e
it is sound and preventing air infiltration.
 Check operation of the unit by for cing a call for cooling.
Capacity and Planning
 Do you have all the storage space you need for the coming year?
Time for a quick expansion or a new zone?

Contact: Chris Callahan. UVM Extension, Agricultural Engineering. 802-773-3349. chris.callahan@uvm.edu. blog.uvm.edu/cwcallah.
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